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Abstract.
Recent work in query optimization has addressed
the issue of placing expensive predicates in a query plan.
In this paper we explore the predicate placement options
considered in the Montage DBMS, presenting a family
of algorithms that form successively more complex and
effective optimization
solutions.
Through
analysis and
performance measurements of Montage SQL queries, we
classify queries and highlight the simplest solution that will
optimize each clam correctly. We demonstrate limitations of
previously published algorithms, and discuss the challenges
and feasibility of implementing the various algorithms in a
commercial-grade system.
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amounts

of data on which
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problem
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in
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Database
systems

Systems,

which

very complex

store

operations

for
small
are

performed.
Even in such systems, however, PullUp can
produce very poor plans if primary joins are expensive,

we wish to

out many

step in optimizing

simple

for predicates,

(e.g. more costly than joining a number of relations in
the database).
It is difficult
to quantify
exactly where
to draw the lines for these extremes in general, however,

technique

may be reaped
first

lections

this

three

joins.
Selectivities
and join costs depend on the sizes
and contents of relations
in the database,
so this is

to be optimal
makes sense:

of the predicate,

it, since it will

to sort selections

selectivities,

are ordered

cost
Such ordering
tions [HS93a],

among

in which predicates are either negligibly
cheap (e.g. less
time-consuming
than an 1/0) or extremely
expensive

The selec-

is similarly

predicates

cost information

routine

can be a simple

(i.e. the percentage

the predicate)

to collect

Though

1.

plans for queries

each selection

through

of each selection

times for Query

place expensive

joins. Most systems already estimate the selectivity
of
selections, so in order to add PullUp to an existing opa facility

execution

plan

the expensive

PullUp
represents the extreme in eagerness to pull
up selections,
and also the minimum
complexity
required, both in terms of implementation
and running

timizer,

3: Query

to prune.
expensive

an optimal

for the modified query, and then pasting
predicates onto the top of that plan.

Figure

R algorithm

chooses which subplans to keep and which
The result is equivalent
to removing
the

described

with

selectivities

are greater

can be avoided
in section

by

than

using

1.

function

The

latter

caching,

5.1.

expensive selections is to order selections by rank. This
represents the minimum
gesture that a system can make

Query 2 (Figure 4) is the same as ,Query 1, except t9
is used instead of t3. This minor change causes PullUp

towards

benefits for any query with multiple
selections.
It can
be particularly
useful for current 00 DBMSS, in which

to choose a suboptimal
plan. In this case, since t9. ual
has more values than tlO. ual, the join of t9 and t10
has selectivity
1 over t10. As a result, pulling
up the

the typical ad-hoc query is a collection scan, not a join.
For systems supporting
joins, however, PushDown may
often produce very poor plans, as shown in Figure 3. All
the remaining
algorithms
order their selections by rank,

costly selection provides
cost of the join of t9 and
the same join method, but
costly predicate above the

and we will not mention
selection-ordering
explicitly
from this point
on.
In the remaining
sections we
focus on how the other algorithms
order selections with
respect to joins.

error

4.2
PullUp
selections

optimizing

such queries,

providing

significant

with non-trivial

of PushDown.
cost are pulled

In PullUp,

insignificant,

especially

in comparison

to the error made by PushDown
in Query 1. This
is because the costly 100 function
requires 100 random
1/0s per tuple, while a join typically
costs at most a
few 1/0s per tuple. The lesson here is that in general,
if primary joins are not expensive, over-eager pullup is
less dangerous than under-eager pullup. As a heuristic,
it is safer to overdo a cheap operation than an expensive

Pullup
is the converse

is nearly

no benefit, and increases the
t 10. All the algorithms
pick
PullUp incorrectly
places the
join. Note, however, that this

all

to the very top
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Query 2:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
AND

t10.al
tlO, t9
t9,al = tlO. ual
costly 100(t10.ual)

Query 3:
SELECT
FROM
WHERE
AND

< O;

t10.al
t9, t10
t9.al = tlO. ual
costly l(tlO. ual) < O;

m PoshDown
m
=
m

u
m
cz
m

PrdlRank
Predicate Migration
Pullup

PushDown
PullRank
Predicate Migration
Pullup

0
Figure

4: Query

execution

times for Query

2.

Figure

one.
On the other

hand, one would like to make as few
As we see
pullup
decisions as possible.
5, over-eager
pullup
can cause significant

over-eager
in Figure
performance

problems

for some queries,

even though

it

5: Query

execution

times

for Query

3.

Query 4:
SELECT t3.a100
FROM t3, t6r t10
WHERE

tlO. ual

= t6.al

AND

t3. ual

= t10.al

AND

costly 100(t3.al)

<

10;

is a “safer bet” in general than under-eager
pullup.
In
the remaining
heuristics,
we attempt
to find a happy
medium-

between

PushDown

and PullUp.
t6

4.3

PullRank

Like PullUp,
tine

of the

the PullRank
System

heuristic

R algorithm:

works as a subrouevery

time

a join

is

constructed
for two (possibly derived) input relations,
PullRank
examines the selections over the two inputs.
Unlike

Pullup,

PullRank

t3

does not always pull selections

above joins; it makes decisions about selection pullup
based on rank. The cost and selectivity
of the join are
calculated for both the inner and outer input, generating an inner-rank
,and outer-rank
for the join. Any selections on the inner input that are of higher rank than
the join’s inner-rank
are pulled above the join.
Similarly, any selections on the outer input that are of higher
rank than the join’s outer
This algorithm
is not

rank are pulled up.
substantially
more

difficult

to implement
than the PullUp
algorithm
— the only
addition
is the computation
of costs and selectivities
for joins, as described in Section 3.2. Because of its

Figure

6: A

three-way

join

plan

for

Query

4.

appropriate
to pull the selection above the pair J1 .J2.
PullRank
does not consider such multi-join
pullups.
In general, if join nodes are decreasing in rank while
ascending a root-to-leaf
path in a plan tree, then it may
be necessary to consider pulling up above groups of joins,
rather than one join at a time. PullRank
fails in such
scenarios.
PullRank

simplicity,
and the fact that it does rank-based ordering,
we had hoped that PullRank
would be a very useful
heuristic.
Unfortunately,
it proved to be ineffective
in
many cases.
As an example, consider the plan tree
for Query 4 in Figure 6. In this plan, the outer rank
of J1 is greater than the rank of the costly selection,
so PullRank
would not pull the selection above J1.
However, the outer rank of J2 is low, and it may be
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is an optimal

algorithm

for

queries

with

only one join. Unfortunately,
PullRank
does indeed fail
in many multi-join
scenarios, as illustrated
in Figure 8.
Since PullRank
cannot pull up the selection in the plan
of Figure 6, it chooses a different join order in which the
expensive selection can be pulled to the top (Figure 7).
This join order chosen by PullRank
is not a good one,
however, and results in the poor performance
shown in
Figure 8. The best plan used the join order of Figure 6,

rank = -.000865

Predicate

COStlY

J

join-enumeration
running
one

inner rank = -19.477

tlo
Figtire

7: Another

join

is made

the System

as follows.

R with

an expensive

with

the

to

We start

PullRank

PullRank:

predicate

and

R

heuristic,
when

decides

by
but

PullRank
not to pull

it above a join in a subplan,
we mark that subplan
as unpruneable.
Subsequently
when constructing
larger
sub plans, we mark a subplan unpruneable
if it cent ains
an unpruneable
subplan
within
it.
The System R
algorithm
is then modified
to save not only those

t3

plan for Query

subplans which are rein-cost or “interestingly
ordered”;
it also saves those subplans
which are unpruneable.

4.

In this

way, we assure that

should

become

maximal

grouped

opportunity

the group.

m
m
=
D

is integrated

algorithm

System

change

finds

t6

three-way

Migration

if multiple

in

primary

joins

we will

have

some plan,

to pull

expensive

At the end of the System

predicates

R algorithm,

over
a set

of plans is produced, including
the cheapest plan so far,
the plans with interesting
orders, and the unpruneable

PushDown
PullRank
Predicate Migration
Pullup

plans.
Each of these plans
Predicate Migration
algorithm,
the predicates

in each plan.

of the modified

plans,

is passed through
the
which optimally
places

After

reevaluating

the new cheapest

the costs

plan is chosen

to be executed.
A drawback
consider
Figure

but with

Query

execution

the costly

4.4
The

8:

selection

Predicate
details

presented
here.

pulled

in
the

for

Query

to the top.

pruning any subplan.
to the LDL approach

[He192]

Predicate

, and

Migration

algorithm

we only

review

Migration

Series-Parallel

algorithm

Algorithm

are
them

repeatedly

using

Parallel

Chains [MS79] to each root-to-leaf
path in the plan
tree until no progress is made.
In essence, Predicate
Migration
augments PullRank
by also considering
the
possibility
that two primary
join nodes in a plan tree
may be out of rank order,
e.g. join node Jz may
appear
rank

just

above

of J2 being

node

J1 in a plan

less than

the rank

tree,

with

of J1 (Figure

the

operator,

— they

and the group

rank(J1 J2 )

=

are composed

as one

rank is calculated:

selectivity(J1

) . selectivity

cost(J1 ) + selectivity(J1

need to

case, there

JZ) – 1

Migration
is the only
each of Queries 1-4.

5

Theory

algorithm

to

The four
were

algorithms

implemented

described
in

the

in the previous

Montage

this

section we discuss the implementation
experience,
some issues which arose in our experiments.

and

“Object-Relational”
available POSTGRES

of t7

and

the

subtree

DBMS.

section
In

product

DBMS
is based
system [SK91].

up all available
because PullAll

swap space and
pulled the costly

predicate.
The
on all tuples

containing

t3,

t6,

addition
to resulting
in many function
calls, this
plan filled up our entire swap space with predicate
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optimize

Issues

eelection
on t3 above the costly join
was to call the costly join predicate

Selections of higher rank than this group rank are pulled
up above the pair. The Predicate Migration
algorithm
forms all such groups before attempting
pullup.

to correctly

Practice:

Implementation

4For Query
5, PullAll
used
never completed.
This happened

) . cost(J2 )”

difficulty
in practice.
Even
where no subplans can be

pruned,
Montage
plans a 5-way join with expensive
predicates in under 8 seconds on our SparcStation
10.
The payoff of this investment
in optimization
time
Note also that Predicate
is apparent
in Figure 9.4

The Montage
on the publicly

J2 ) – 1

cost(J1 J2 )
selectivity(Jl

=

together

is the

In the worst

This is still preferable,
however,
of adding joins to the query, and

has not caused us untoward
in the worst-case scenario

6).

In such a scenario, it can be shown that J1 and J2
should be treated as a group for the purposes of pulling
up selections

Migration

plans.

is an expensive predicate
in every subplan that does
not get pulled up, so that every subplan
is marked
unpruneable.
In this scenario the System R algorithm
exhaustively
enumerates the space of join orders, never

4.

Migration

of the Predicate

The

applies

times

of Predicate

unpruneable

result of this
in the crossand

t10.

In

extremely
bad
cache entries.

Query 5
SELECT

of running the comparisons
for this paper, a variety of
subtle optimizer
bugs were found, including
the observation that the global cost model is inaccurate
in practice. Typically,
bugs were exposed by running the same

t3.alo(l

FROM

t3, t6, tlO,

WHERE

tlO. ual

t7

= t6.al

AND

t3. ual

AND

costly

100(t3.al,

= t10.al
t7.a100)

AND

costly

100(t3.al)

<

=

query

O

tics,

10;

under

the various

and comparing

times of the resulting
03

different

plans.

When Predicate

superior

a higher-cost

query plan than a simple

meant

that

optimization

heuristics,

Montage
nificantly
version

execution

of SQL and by bringing

The full Predicate
implemented
that

times for Query

5.

took

two

to implement
the
month to implement

and

algorithm

was originally

in POSTGRES,

months

of work

an effort

— one month

PullRank
heuristic,
and another
the Predicate Migration
algorithm.

language

than POSTQUEL,

Of the three

months

of Predicate

Migration,

grading

optimization

volved

ing the

the

it was robust

extending

it

code faster

spent
about

for use in a

on the Montage
one month

code

for

version

was spent up-

Monta6e.

This

to handle SQL sub queries,
and less memory-consuming,

in-

makand

Debugging
a query optimizer
is a difficult
task, since
an optimization
bug does not necessarily
produce a
crash or a wrong answer; it often simply produces a
suboptimal
plan. It can be quite difficult to ensure that
a minimal-cost

plan.

various

Migration
always
After
many
heuristics.

those produced

by the simpler

Caching
to repeat

we avoid

this

to the

complex
through

scheme,

similar

different

in a few key ways.

the

on tuples.

removing bugs that caused various sorts of system failures. Another
week was required to implement
predicate caching (described below), and the remaining
time
was spent fixing subtle optimization
bugs.

one has produced

than

Predicate

reflect

some modest

enough

against

Predicate

computations.
a predicate

one proposed
Contrary

in

In

caching

[HS93a],

but

to the assertions

of [HS93a], predicate caching is not a requirement
for
using Predicate
Migration.
Choosing to use predicate
caching merely requires changes in rank calculations,
to

changes had to be made to the code to handle sub queries
More significant,
and other
SQL-specific
features.
however, was the effort required
to debug, test, and
tune the code so that
commercial
product.

5.1
Montage,

Refining and upgrading
that code for Montage actually
proved more time-consuming
than writing
it initially
for POSTGRES.
Since Montage SQL is a significantly
more complex

cheap or cheaper
heuristics.

It is undesirable

Migration

implementation
that

pro-

grade of performance

by the author
about

the POSTGRES

Migration

to ensure

did at least as well as the
comparisons and bug fixes we found Predicate Migration
to be stable, generally
producing
plans that were as

extends POSTGRES
in many ways, most sig(for our purposes) by supporting
an extended

totype code to an industrial
reliability.

benchmarking

debugging
a query
that
a variety
of

— are critical
debugging
tools for DBMS
In our case, we were able to easily compare

our Predicate
9: Query

it typ-

commercial
products
still produce
very poor plans
even on simple queries [Nau93].
Thus benchmarks
—
particularly
complex query benchmarks
such as TPCD [TPC93]
developers.

Figure

produced

heuristic,

here is that

crucial to thoroughly
It has been noted

optimizer.

Migration,

algorithm,

there was a bug in the optimizer.

The lesson to be learned
is absolutely

heuris-

costs and running

a supposedly
ically
PushDown
PullRank
Predicate Migration
Pullup

optimization

the estimated

In the course
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selectivity
Given

of a join
a join

on values rather

predicate

than

J of selectivity

over R.cl
and LS.C2, the selectivity y of J
s . number-of.values(S.
c2), and the selectivity

over

S is s . number.of.values(

we bound

R.cl).

of

In addition,

s

R is
J over

selectivities
under predicate caching by 1. This reflects
the savings of predicate caching: even if the output of
the join has more tuples than either input, it has no
values that do not appear in the inputs,
and thus it
cannot
input.
The

produce

more than

implementation

100’%oof the values from each

of predicate

caching

was rela-

tively simple. In Montage, associated with each expensive predicate
is a main-memory
dynamic
hash table,
which stores the return value of the predicate for each
binding of its input variables. For example, consider the
following
SQL query:
SELECT *
FROM
WHERE

Montage

emp

beard.color(emp. picture) = ‘red’;
stores a hash table keyed on pictures

ally, on 4-byte

“handles”

to the pictures),

with

(actuentries

being either
Note that
function

true, false or NULL

(for beardless

it does not cache the results
beard-color

(as proposed

it caches the results
important

in [HS93a]);

of the entire

because the return

people).

and

of the expensive

predicate.

FROM

student

WHERE

student.

the selectivity

This

was a rough

types of functions

is

within

the following:

{R}

IN

student. dept) pairs,

entries.

not variables

Note that

here.

may have different
dent. dept,

but

we will

all the attributes
set-valued

Each time
values

for

number
as well
into

we

have the same set of values for
Essentially,

professor is a

in the predicate.
one need not do
beneficial.
For each

in a query, one can maintain

estimates

of the

of distinct values of the inputs to the predicate,
as the number of tuples that will be passed

the

tuples

false,

we run the sub query

As an additional
optimization,
predicate
caching when it is not
predicate

true,

of professor are

for student. mot her and st u-

of professor.

constant

again with

attributes

predicate.

is 1, then

If the

ratio

each input

computation

of the

predicate,

can provide

no benefit.

of distinct

tuple

will

and

values

require

to

explicit

predicate

caching

In such cases predicate

caching

should be avoided.
This optimization
Montage, but has not been implemented

is planned
yet.

Magic-Sets

for

caching
Function

techniques

[BMSU86,

MFPR90]

to

do not form a focus of this paper, as this space of possible implementations
is large and orthogonal
to the space
of optimization
techniques explored here. Although
thk
is certainly
a topic meriting
further
research, for our
purposes we merely wish to point out that it is easy
and beneficial to implement
a reasonable solution.
Influence
Estimates

The results
the

way

of Performance

of our performance

that

we estimate

Results

possibly

selectivities

however,

the

costs

for

3.2 we estimated
S as s . {R}.

since

{R}

This

is not

well

are applied.

fly

In Montage,

as needed,

based

we calculate

on the

number

of

we need to compute

the

of the join.

resulting

preferable
This

Since some predicates
over R
up, this potentially
under-estimates

in over-eager

to estimates

heuristic

caching

pullup

primary

as expensive
A similar

resulting

on S.

in under-eager
existence

pullup.

of predicate

and also on the assumption
joins

secondary

will

not be nearly

joins

and selections.

issue arises when

cope with expensive

of selections

was chosen as a result
it was decided that
over-eager pullup are

is based on the

in Montage,

expensive

primary

we heuristically

join predicates

that

as common
try

to

in Montage.

Given a join with cost j{ R}{S}
+ k{R} + 1{S} + m,
consider the differential
cost per tuple of S (the cost
per tuple of R is analogous).
The differential
cost per
tuple of S is j{R} + 1, but since there may be predicates
above relation
R which are subject to pullup,
we do
not know how to estimate {R}.
Again, in Montage we
{R}

as the current

state of {R}

it may be. This means that

estimating

{R},

since

while planning,

we may be under-

some predicates

may

later

be

pulled up from {R}. By under-estimating
{R}, we are
under-estimating
the cost of the join per tuple of S,
which again may cause us to be over-eager in pulling up
selections

from

S.
for over-eager

pullup

is similar,

though

not as flagrant,
as the over-eager pullup
in the LDL
algorithm.
Observe that if the Predicate
Migration
approach

pulls

up from

inner

inputs

first,

then

ranks

of joins for inner inputs may be underestimated,
but
ranks of joins for outer inputs are accurate, since PUIIUP
from the inner

input

has already

been completed.

This

will produce over-eager pullup from inner tables, and
accurate pullup from outer tables, as in LDL. This is
the approach taken in Montage,
and note that unlike
LDL,

Montage

only

there are expensive

6

on

exhibits
selections

this

over-eagerness

on both

inputs

when

to a join.

Conclusion
paper

presents

a number

of predicate

placement

algorithms,
outlining
the class of queries for which
each is sufficiently
intelligent.
Of the algorithms
we

influenced
in

over table

This rough selectivity
estimation
of our performance
observations:
estimates resulting
in somewhat

This
experiments

estimate

over R at the time

This potential

avoid the issue of caching entirely, at the expense of extra joins and common subexpressions.
Such alternatives

5.2

estimate,

on the

whatever

or predicate caches can be limited in size, using any of a
variety of replacement
schemes. Queries can be rewritten with

of a join

selections

compute

Other alternatives
exist to our predicate caching implementation,
though ours seems to perform reasonably
well for our purposes. One can do per-function
instead, as proposed in [Jhi88] and [HS93a].

we

In Section

the selectivity y of the join for S. Such an under-estimate
results in an under-estimate
of the rank of the join for S,

each student tuple.
It caches the entire
IN predicate.
The hash table for the
IN predicate is keyed on (student. mother,

that
joins.

may later be pulled

name
FROM professor
WHERE
professor.dept = student. dept);
does not cache the result of the subquery

or NULL

eligible

selectivity
mother

way

defined — it depends on the selections which are placed
on R. Thus {R} could range from the cardinality
of R
with no selections, to the minimal
output of R after all

selections

(SELECT

Montage

the

primary

instead

predicates may be arbitrarily
large derived objects — in
the case of subquery functions,
for example, they may
be sets. As an example of how predicate caching works
for subqueries, consider
SELECT ‘name, gpa

also

expensive

Montage,
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